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UNITED STATES PATENT office 
CoNTRol, TRACK 

Nathan Levinson, North Hollywood, Calif., as 
sinor to Radio Corporation of America, a cor 
poration of Delaware 

Application April 12, 1944, serial No. 530,702 
4. Clams. (C. 9-003) 

This invention relates to sound reproduction 
and particularly to a control track record for Con 
trolling the amplitude of reproduced sound. 
In the art of exhibiting motion picture sound 

film, the reproduction of the sound portion of the 
film has been controlled in various manners to en 
hance the dramatic presentation of the picture. 
It has been found desirable to increase the vol 
ume of reproduction of certain Sound Sequences 
such as sounds of earthquakes, fires, avalanches, 
or the music of larger orchestras, choruses, etc. 
Sometimes certain portions of the dialogue are 
expanded in volume to introduce certain dramatic 
effects. The reproduced amplitude range has 
heretofore been increased by self-controlled ex 
pansion systems wherein the variations of the . 
normal amplitude of the sound record control the 
amplification of the reproducing system. One 
of the preferred methods, however, of increasing 
the amplitude range and controlling the amplis 
fication of the reproducing system, is by the use 
of a separate control track for the signal track 
or record. 
One example of such a control track system 

which has been found to be particularly desirable 
is shown in Burrill, U. S. Patent 2,270,260, of 
January 20, 1942. The control track described 
in this patent is one of variable width interposed 
between the Sprocket holes of the sound or sound 
and picture film. The sprocket holes produce a 
carrier current modulated in accordance with the 
proportion of opaque to transparent area in the 
lands between the sprocket holes. The light 
variations produced by such a control track are 
translated into electrical currents which are rec 
tified, filtered, and applied to the gain electrodes 
of a variable gain amplifier. The derived cur 
rents may be used for various purposes one of 
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which is to control the distribution of sound 
among several loud speakers and for the relative 
amplitude of reproduction from different speak 
ers as disclosed and claimed in Patent No. 2335 
575 of November 30, 1943. 
In my copending application, Serial No. 445,308, 

fled June 1, 1942, an improved method of prepar 
ing a control track for any particular sound rec 
ord which accompanies a motion picture is dis 
closed and claimed, the present invention being 
directed to a preferred form of control track par 
ticularly for the expansion of dialogue. In the 
past, control tracks have been produced by re 
cording them during the reproduction of the 
sound records, the amplitude or frequency of the 
control track following the variations of a volume 
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controlled the amplitude of the reproduced sound. 
This recording operation was generally done dur 
ing rerecording and, before the results thereof 
could be checked, it was necessary that the con 
trol track be developed and printed. If the con 
trol track was not correct and required modifica 
tion, it was generally necessary to record a new 
control track. After the final control track was 
obtained, it was printed to the soundtrack nega 
tive after which it was of no further use and was 
discarded. The invention of my copending application 
provides an improved method whereby the con 
trol track is immediately available for a test check 
as soon as a determination has been made of the 
amplitude variations desired, while the control 
track is obtained in such a manner that it may 
be broken down and reused after it has served 
its purpose, thus eliminating film waste. Al 
though the method of preparing the control rec 
ord and the record itself is shown in connection 
With a sprocket hole control track, it is applica 
ble to other forms of control records such as vari 
able frequency control tracks or where the con 
trol track is on a film separate from the sound 
Or picture film. 

In my Patent No. 2,029,173, of April 28, 1936, 
I have disclosed and claimed a sound record which is produced by the intercutting of differ 
ent types of sound tracks or records, such as 
variable area and variable density sound tracks, 
to produce a wide range sound record of high 
quality. The present invention utilizes the gen 
eral principle of this former invention in that 
it is directed to a control track which is made up 
of a plurality of sections of prerecorded or pre 
pared control tracks inter-cut in accordance with 
cues prepared during a rehearsal. After the con 
trol track has been printed on the sound legas 
tive, the control track film may be broken down 
into its sections, which are returned to their re 
spective original film rolls and used again to 
make other control records. 
The principal object of the invention, therefore, 

is to provide an improved control track for a para 
ticular signal sound track, which control track 
may be used again for other sound tracks. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an improved control track for a particular signal 
track, which control track is available for imme 
diate use in controlling the reproduction of the 
signal track. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a control track from a plurality of preprepared 
control potentiometer made by an operator as he 55 tracks representing various amplifier gains by 
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inter-cutting said preprepared control tracks to 
produce a particular control track action for a 
particular signal track. 
Although the novel features which are believed 

to be characteristic of this invention are pointed 
out with particularity in the claims appended 
hereto, the manner of its Organization and the 
mode of its operation will be better understood 
by referring to the following description, read in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawing, in 
whic: 

Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are views representing partial 
sections of films of prerecorded or preprepared 
control records from which a particular control 
record is made; 1. 

Fig. 4 is a view of a partial Section of a film 
having a particular control track or record there 
on and assembled from sections of prerecorded 
film records, such as shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and 
Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 is a view of a portion of a composite 
signal track and control track negative film; 

Fig. 6 is a view of a portion of a final com 
posite film bearing pictures, signal track, and 
control track; 

Fig. 7 is a graph showing the variation in am 
plitude obtained from the various width control 
tracks, and 

Fig. 8 is a preferred control track section par 
ticularly Suitable for the volume control of di 
alogue. 

Referring now to Figs. 1, 2, and 3, these figures 
show three prerecorded control tracks of the 
Sprocket hole type. That is, Fig. 1 is a print 5 
having sprocket holes 6 and a control track 7, 
the width of the clear portion being of any pre 
determined width such as 40 mills. The print O 
shown in Fig. 2 may have a clear portion f 
of 20 mills, for instance, while the print 4 in 
Fig. 3 may have a clear portion 5 of 4 mills. 
Each of these prints may be in rolls of 1,000 feet 
or less and stored in a film library. Although 
only three prints are shown, there may be many 
intermediate prepared prints in which the width 
of the clear portions T, , and 5 may vary in 
width by approximately 4 mills, 4 mils represent 
ing about 1 db. variation in volume of the re 
produced Sound. 
The relation between control track width and 

amplifier gain for a preferred reproducing sys 
tem is illustrated by the graph shown in Fig. 7, 
wherein it is observed that a control track width 
variation from zero to 40 mils will produce a 
change in gain of the amplifier of 10 db. the vari 
ation being linear over substantially the entire 
range, except as the width of track approaches 
40 mills. Thus, substantially db. of gain change 
is obtained by a 4 mill variation in the width of 
the control track, the plurality of prints such 
as shown in Figs. 1-3 being previously prepared 
and identified by track width. 

In the illustration of these prints in Figs, 1 to 3, 
the widest width control track is shown in 40 mills, 
but it is possible to use a track varying up to 90 
mills, which corresponds to the usual length of the 
scanning slit, or even a 110 mill track, which is the 
length of the sprocket hole, with a scanning slit 
of the same length. These wider sound tracks 
may be used in systems such as shown in the 
above-identified copending application, where 
in several variable gain amplifiers are employed, 
the wider region from 40 mills up being used to 
control one variable gain amplifier and the 
region from 40 to zero mills being used to control 
another variable gain amplifier. However, as 
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2,867,294 
far as the present invention is concerned, it is 
applicable to control tracks of any and all widths, 
the tracks being prepared in the same manner, re 
gardless of their manner of use in the reproduc 
ing System. 
In Fig. 4 is shown a composite control track 8 

which has been made up of sections of control 
tracks of different widths. For instance, the left 
hand end of the track has a clear portion 18 of 90 
mills, in case the reproducing system is designed 
to use a control track of this width. The next 
Section shows a control track 20 of 40 mills width 
which may be Fig. 1, followed by a control track 
Section 22 of 20 mils as shown in Fig. 2, then a 
section 23 of 4 mils as shown in Fig. 3, and then 
a section 24 of 12 mils, the sections being shown 
broken from each other to illustrate that they 
may be of various lengths depending on the 
length of the sound Sequences of the signal track. 
This control print is prepared as follows: 
The signal track for which the control track 

is to be prepared is reproduced either alone or 
in conjunction with the projection of the pic 
ture which it will accompany. During the repro 
duction of the signal track, the operator, who is 
called a mixer, will vary the amplitude of vari 
ous sequences as the Sound is reproduced, the 
mixer making a record not only of the amount of 
variation in the gain, but the point on the signal 
film at which he made the gain change, this 
point usually being shown on a film counter 
within the mixer's observation. Thus, as the 
signal Sound track record is reproduced, the mix 
er varies the gain to increase or decrease the 
normal volume of the sound in a manner which 
he considers will enhance the telling of the story, 
making notes of the amount of these gain varia 
tions and their position on the signal track, 
These notes now become a cue sheet which is 
taken to the film library where the various prints 
such as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 are kept. Now, 
from these prints various sections of the proper 
length are cut and spliced together to produce 
a control record such as shown in Fig. 4. The 
signal track is then again reproduced under con 
trol of the assembled control track sections, the 
mixer observing the amplitude variations and if 
necessary, making further changes therein of 
which he makes note. These new cues are again 
sent to the library and the control track modi 
fled accordingly, which is very quickly accom plished. 

After the control track print is thus prepared, 
it is sent to the printer where it is used as a 
mask or a negative for printing the signal track 
negative such as shown in Fig. 5. That is, a 
film negative of the sound record to be used for 
printing release prints is prepared by recording 
on this film a signal track which is made up of 
the various sounds required for the picture. That 
is, the cue sheet and control track may be pre 
pared during the rerecording rehearsals where 
the sound is produced from a plurality of film 
records, such as a dialogue track and sound effect 
tracks, or, after such rerecording has been done. 
In either case, however, track 28 of film 2 in 
Fig. 5 is the composite signal track negative use 
for printing release prints. The control track is 
printed to negative 27 and will appear as shown 
at 30 in Fig. 5. The longitudinal spacing of the 
control and sound tracks along the film may be 
in the neighborhood of 4 frames as in an amount 
depending on the spacing of the respective pick 
up elements. This negative 2 is then developed 
and is used in producing the final composite print 
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32 as shown in Fig. 6, which comprises the pic 
ture Section 33, the signal track section 34 and 
the control track section 35. 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the widths of the track 

Sections shown may vary from 90 mils to 40 mills 
to 20 mills to 4 mils to 12 mills. This will corre 
spond to gain changes of 22.5 db., 10 db., 5 db., 1 
db., and 3 db., respectively. Now when volume 
increases and decreases are made in sound effects 
Such as earthquakes, fires, flood, storms, etc., 
gain changes of these amounts or greater may be 
made suddenly with the proper effects by directly 
joining adjacent sections of the desired widths. 
However, for appreciable level increases and de 
creases in dialogue, it has been found desirable 
to produce a more gradual change between the 
various levels and this is accomplished by joining 
together a short series of one db. strips. Such 
a control track Section is shown in Fig. 8 in which 
the widths of the tracks on the adjoining Sections 
37-42 between sprocket holes, for the purpose 
of illustration, vary by 4 mils or one db., it being 
understood that these sections may be several 
Sprocket holes in length. In this manner a 
Smooth transition either up or down is obtain 
able between two levels of considerable difference 
without introducing distortion. A smooth re 
duction in Volune may be obtained similarly by 
joining short sections 43-46 together, adjacent 
sections or strips varying by 4 mils. 

After the control track of Fig. 4 has been used 
as a mask or negative to print the track 30 of 
Fig. 5, it is then returned to the film library 
where it is broken down and the various sections 
returned to their respective rolls, according to 
the width of the tracks 7, f, and 5, where they 
are again available for preparation of other con 
trol tracks for different Sound records and pic 
tures. Thus, each control track prepared for 
any particular picture or sound track is never 
wasted but may be used over and over again un 
til it becomes torn Or worn out. In this manner, 
no extra film is required for the production of a 
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control track after the library has been pre 
pared, while any particular control track is avail 
able immediately after preparation of the cue 
track, thus saving time in checking each re 
hearsal and in obtaining the final control track. 
It is to be understood that although the inven 
tion has been described in connection with pre 
pared control track rolls varying in width of sub 
stantially 4 mills, the width of the tracks on the 
preprepared rolls may vary in any other manner, 
depending on the transmission characteristics of 
the reproducing equipment. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A preconstructed control track for control 

ling the reproduced volume of a signal track, said 
Signal track to be varied in Volume over differ 
ent ranges at different periods, comprising a se 
ries of control track strips of uniform variation 
and differing from one another by a variation 
corresponding to substantially one db. change in 
reproduced volume, changes in volume greater 
than one db. being accomplished by a short Se 
ries of said one db. strips. 

2. A preconstructed control track in accord 
ance with claim 1 in which said strips vary in 
width by substantially 4 mils, 

40 

3. A preconstructed control track for control 
ling the reproduced volume of a signal track 
beyond the normal range of said signal track 
comprising a series of prerecorded control track 
Strips of lengths and widths corresponding to the 
lengths of time and predetermined volume levels 
of a signal to be reproduced, control track strips 
for varying the reproduced Volume more than 
one db. being joined by a series of short control 
track strips varying from one another by a Wol 
lume control of Substantially one db. 

4. A preconstructed control track in accord 
ance with claim 3 in which said strips have a var 
iable area control track thereon, a variation of 
4 mills in track width corresponding to substan 
tially one db. in reproduced volume variation. 

NATHAN LEWINSON. 


